
The Inland Revenue (Amendment) (No. 3) Ordinance 2016, which came into effect on 30 June 2016, requires 
financial institutions (FIs) in Hong Kong to implement a framework for compliance with Common Reporting 
Standard (CRS), also generally known as the Automatic Exchange of Information (AEOI). Under CRS, FIs are 
obliged to identify the tax residencies of their customers, maintain personal and financial account information and 
report the information of those with foreign tax residencies to the Hong Kong Inland Revenue Department 
(HKIRD) on an annual basis. 
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Are you compliant?
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What is CRS?
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In contrast to the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act (FATCA), which requires a Responsible Officer (RO) 
designated by the FI to certify its compliance to the United States on an ongoing basis, CRS currently does not 
have a certification arrangement in place. Nonetheless, CRS is legally enforceable in Hong Kong and FIs are 
expected to develop a framework that:

(i) addresses the obligations of maintaining financial accounts;
(ii) ensures the completeness and reasonableness of information attained from customers; and
(iii) ensures the accuracy and completeness of information reported to tax authorities.

CRS is important to the status of Hong Kong as an international finance center, as non-compliance may place 
Hong Kong on the EU and OECD's lists of non-cooperative jurisdictions.  It is therefore in the interests of 
authorities, particularly the HKIRD, to ensure FIs abide by the rules. The HKIRD is expected to raise queries and 
conduct audits to assess the CRS compliance status of FIs in Hong Kong.  

Why is CRS important?

How are we performing?
You met the required reporting deadline, but is your reporting compliant and supportable? 
• Many FIs have established policies and procedures to identify, maintain and report the required CRS data, 

but how effective are your current policies? Are you keeping up with changes in law and practice?

• An effectively designed framework needs to be robust enough to respond to the ever evolving CRS 
requirements and increasingly sophisticated financial industry. Are you comfortable with your on-going 
compliance with CRS?

Are you ready for an audit?
• Upon inspection, will you be able to readily furnish the required CRS data with confidence?

Are you compliant?



CRS framework?
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do you have over your

Areas of 

assessment 

that the IRD 

focuses on:  

IRD Level 3 Penalty
(HK$ 10K)

Up to 
IRD Level 5 Penalty

(HK $50K) with 
imprisonment up 

to 3 years

Potential Consequences:

What are the consequences of non-compliance? 

What comfort Non-compliance Defrauding with 
intent

Submission of 
incorrect returns

Are you asking

all the right questions?  Let us help you get there.

Are you ready 
and prepared to respond 

if you are selected for 
regulatory inspection?

Is your 
organisation 

equipped with a
strong framework to

respond
to evolving reporting

requirements?

Are you concerned 
about

the risks of 
employees

providing advice
that constitutes
CRS avoidance?

Mismatch of 
classification between 

FATCA and CRS
status for passive NFE –

can your system
address all the different

reporting
requirements?

Are you able to 
assess

complex ownership
and investment

structures? How do
you validate

customer data?

For previous
non-reporting FIs
(e.g. MPF, ORSO), 
are you ready to 
cope with CRS?

Have you captured all
information from
legacy accounts?

Do you have 
appropriate 
processes

to collect, maintain 
and protect the 

private information
collected from
customers?

Are you aware 
of all the similarities

and differences
between CRS 
and FATCA?

Do you have
data and analytics
tools to efficiently 

navigate the greater 
volume and 

complexity of CRS
compared to 

FATCA?

HAVE YOU 
CONSIDERED?

Are your 
undocumented 

accounts 
properly classified, 

reported and 
reducing in 

volume? 

Are you effectively
monitoring for changes

in customer 
circumstances?

Are you
compliant?

• Pre-existing accounts: Appropriate procedures are in place to review electronically searchable data for indicia, 
perform paper record searches and obtain self-certification and assurances that reasonable efforts are used to 
obtain TIN and date of birth of account holders and controlling persons.

• Self-certifications: Self-certifications are obtained upon opening of new accounts and their reasonableness is 
confirmed.

• Change in circumstances: Procedures are in place to determine whether there has been a change in 
circumstances in relation to the identity or reportable status of account holders and/or controlling persons.

• Undocumented accounts: Undocumented accounts are properly classified and reported
• CRS related training: Regular training is provided to ensure that officers are aware of the required information 

and required procedures.
• Records retention: Sufficient records are kept for a period of 6 years beginning on the date on which the return 

is furnished.
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CRS health 
check01

 Structured review 
against the prevailing 
CRS requirements

 Defined approach with 
process walk-through 
and sample testing

 Pragmatic 
recommendations

 Optional inclusion of 
remediation support and 
post-implementation 
review

Compliance 
program02

 Tailored compliance 
monitoring program 
with regulatory 
requirements mapped 
to suggested controls 
and testing steps for 
ongoing compliance 
assessment

CRS refresher 
training03

 Training on prevailing 
CRS requirements, 
regulatory updates, 
upcoming requirement 
changes and trends in 
regulatory findings

Key benefits

Key benefits

Key benefits

 Suitable for FIs with minimal staffing resources that require an external 
consultant to help strengthen the CRS framework and to enable agile 
responses to the evolving requirements.

 Proprietary program with end-to-end mapping of all prevailing CRS 
regulations, control objectives, controls and suggested test steps.

 Sustainable solution enabling FI to be self-reliant and independently assess 
control effectiveness and compliance with CRS on an ongoing basis to 
satisfy current and future CRS due diligence requirements.

 Specific guidance on how procedures can be enhanced with consideration 
of suggested controls in the program based on industry best practices.

 Suitable for FIs with limited resources to execute due diligence for new 
and pre-existing reportable entities. 

 Independent assessment of compliance with CRS requirements
 Market insights into effectiveness of existing compliance policies and 

procedures.
 Pragmatic recommendations on alignment of policies, procedures and 

controls to meet CRS requirements effectively and efficiently.
 Access to industry best practices and subject matter experts to ensure 

compliance, even for complex reporting FIs.
 Advice on remediation to support ground-level execution and drive best 

practices within the financial sector.
 Support for handling non-compliant events or material failures (if any).

How can KPMG help?

 Suitable for FIs with adequate staffing resources looking for the latest 
regulatory insights into the prevailing and impending requirements. 

 Access to the latest updates on CRS compliance audits, results of 
regulatory reviews, and insights into leading industry best practices.
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The information contained herein is of a general nature and is not intended to address the circumstances of any particular individual or entity. 
Although we endeavour to provide accurate and timely  information, there can be no guarantee that such information is accurate as of the date it 
is received or that it will continue to be accurate in the future. No one should act upon such information  without appropriate professional advice 
after a thorough examination of the particular situation.
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For a list of KPMG China offices, please scan the QR code or visit our website:
https://home.kpmg.com/cn/en/home/about/offices.html. 

Jeffrey Hau
Partner, Risk Consulting
T:  +852 2685 7780
E:  jeffrey.hau@kpmg.com

Charles Kinsley
Partner, Tax
T:  +852 2826 8070
E:  charles.kinsley@kpmg.com

If you have any questions regarding your organisation’s compliance with CRS, please feel free to contact us:

Contact us

Eva Chow
Director, Tax
T:  +852 2685 7454
E:  eva.chow@kpmg.com
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